It is important to select parameters in the research area of support vector machine. For this reason, parameters selection for least squares support vector machine (LS_SVM) by hybrid complex particle swarm optimization is proposed in this paper. The proposed method reduces the disadvantage of traditional PSO in local optimum. Simulation of function estimation problem demonstrates t that LS_SVM based hybrid complex particle swarm optimization has better global optimization ability than LS_SVM based traditional PSO.
solution. But, PSO is easily to get a local optimal value [6] .
In this paper, particle swarm optimization algorithm based on the complex algorithm [7] is proposed. The use of the superior local optimization ability of complex algorithm, it greatly reduces the particle swarm algorithm into local optimal possibility. Experiments demonstrate the effect of the proposed method in this paper.
2.LS_SVM Parameters Selection Based on Hybrid
Complex Particle Swarm Optimization
2.1.The introduction of the parameters selection
In the LS-SVM model, the appropriate parameters are selected by the PSO algorithm. As what has been mentioned above, C and 2 become the swarms, then the dimension of the swarms is two. These swarms can be expressed as following:
.In function regression, the fitness function is the sum square error between the real output data of the system and the output data of the LS-SVM model in the same input. But in classifiers, the fitness function is the precision of classify. The process obtaining the parameters by the PSO from LS-SVM model is as following:
Step 1: Take the parameters ) , ( 2 c as swarms and initialize a population of particles with random positions and velocities;
Step 2: By using the training samples for objective system and parameters ) , 
2.2.Complex algorithm
In complex algorithm, the worst vertex can be eliminated through the compare of every fitness value. For this reason, the new polyhedron moves closer to the feasible region. Each vertex in the iterative process is constantly moving to the point of optimal fitness value until this algorithm meets the convergence criteria. As what has been mentioned above, c and 2 become the vertexes, then the dimension of the vertexes is two. These vertexes can be expressed as following:
In function regression, the fitness function is the sum square error between the real output data of the system and the output data of the support vector interval regression model in the same input.
2.3.LS_SVM Parameters Selection Based on Hybrid Complex Particle Swarm Optimization
Step 2: By using the training samples for objective system and parameters ) , ; in classification problem, the fitness function is:
Step 4: Set pbest of each particle equal to each particle current position. Objective value of pbest equal to current position's objective value. Moreover, set gbest and its objective value equal to the position and objective value of the best initial particle.
Step 5: Update the velocity and position of every particle according to equations (12) and (13).
Step 6: Evaluate the objective values of all particles.
Step 7: For each particle, compare its current objective value with the objective value of its pbest. If the current value is better, then update pbest and its objective value with the current position and objective value.
Step 8: Determine the best particle of the current population with the best objective value. If the objective value is better than the objective value of gbest, then update gbest and its objective value with the position and objective value of the current best particle.
Step 9: Calculate the fitness of each particle on behalf of the global optimum of the similarity with the target, if the value is less than the reference value C_sim, is that the risk of being trapped in the best, the next step of the finite complex-shaped mutation, or into steps.
Step 10: Determine whether the conditions for the establishment, not to set up a limited time, said variation has been completed and transferred directly to step 11, otherwise 20% of roulette mode selection range of complex-shaped particles as the initial vertex algorithm to a certain degree of accuracy for complex-shaped search, the search process, including reflection, expansion and compression process, the use of complex-shaped algorithm can get a local optimal solution, and will eventually replace the original complex form of the vertex selected particles. Home.
Step 11: determine whether the termination conditions are met, if not met, repeat from step 2 to run, or turn to the next step;
Step 12: Finally, obtain the LS-SVM model at the best optimal parameters and get the output data.
3.Experiment and illustration
To verify the effective of hybrid complex particle swarm optimization in the LS-SVM parameters automatically selection, two experiments are proposed and all of the experiments are carried out by Matlab7.0.1.
3.1.Function regression
Function regression problem is an important application for least squares support vector machine. This . by the proposed hybrid complex particle swarm optimization, the parameters optimized least squares support vector machine output and the fitting function (1) squared error between actual output are 0.1147. It shows the good fitting results. In order to comparison results, the paper also makes use of the traditional particle swarm algorithm for least squares support vector machines automatically selection the parameters of the work, the optimized parameters obtained, and, ultimately, the error sum of squares is 0.1192. Table I shows the parameters for the two methods. Figure 1 shows fitting results of least squares support vector machines based on hybrid particle swarm algorithm. Point represents the function (11) true curve. Solid line represents the use of hybrid particle swarm optimization for parameter selection least squares support vector machine fitting curve. Table 1 and Figure 1 show that the better effective of this proposed method. 
4.Summary
In this paper, the hybrid complex PSO for the parameters selection is proposed. Experiments show that the hybrid complex particle swarm algorithm reduces the traditional PSO into a local optimum risk and improves the accuracy of parameters for least squares support vector 
